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How can we help you today?


         Ask Eddy    






Getting Started
Learn more about Nexudus and hit the ground running with our guides

   

Admin Panel
Learn how to manage your space as an admin and automate some daily operations.

   

Members Portal
Learn more about your Members Portal, its customization, and how your customers can use it.

   

Nexudus Apps
Discover the apps Nexudus developed to simplify your day-to-day.

   

Integrations
Streamline your operations by connecting your favorite platforms to Nexudus.

   

Nexudus Subscription
Understand and manage your Nexudus subscription from subscription tier to invoice download.

   

Nexudus Reseller Program
Join our reseller scheme and start earning by recommending Nexudus to coworking spaces.

   

API
Learn more about our APIs, what they can help you achieve and how to use them.

   

Legal
Learn more about our terms and conditions, privacy policy, and more.
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	Adding Products to a Customer's Account
	Enabling Two-Factor Authentication
	Downloading Nexudus Invoices
	Understanding Recurring Products
	Directory Settings


Most Read Articles
	Navigating the Admin Panel
	Upgrading to the Latest Version of the Members Portal
	Understanding Contract Dates
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Change password!

Changing your password will log you out immediately. Use the new password to log back in.
Current password Current password is required

New password New password must be at least 8 characters long. It should contain at least one upper and lower case letter, number, and a special character.

Confirm password Confirm password must be at least 8 characters long. It should contain at least one upper and lower case letter, number, and a special character.
Confirm password should be same as new password

Update




Change profile
Success!
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First Name First name must have atleast 2 characters. Numbers and special characters are not allowed.

Last Name Last name must have atleast 1 characters. Numbers and special characters are not allowed.

New email Enter a valid email

Re-enter your password Enter a valid password


Your profile has been successfully updated.

UpdateLogout
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Eddy, a super-smart generative AI, opening up ways to have tailored queries and responses


Ask Eddy Search Limit Exceeded. Please upgrade the plan.
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No results found
Provide more context or information so that I can better understand and assist you.










 Cookie consent
By entering and using this site, you consent to the use of cookies to enhance your site experience and improve our services.
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